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7. Evalution and Experiment 
To evaluate the reusability of components of JOO-WfMS, we implemented two 

workflow systems as implementation examples. In this chapter, we will introduce the 

details of these two workflow systems and demonstrate how system developers can 

develop a customized system in JOO-WfMS. Moreover, we conduct a series 

experiments to evalutate the performance of these workflow systems and we will also 

discuess the results of these experiments in this chapter. 

 

7.1 Example 1: An Online System for Asking for Leave 

The first implementation example is an workflow system for the faculty of a school or 

university to ask for leave on-line. The main process of this system is shown in Figure 

72. 
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Figure 72: The main process for asking for leave 

 
The steps of this process are listed below: 
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 Activity A1: User login 

 Activity A2: Fill the form for asking for leave 

 Activity A3(named deputy_choice): The requester choices deputy 

 Activity A4: The agreement of specified deputy  

 Activity A5(named division_agreement): The agreement of division coordinator. 

 Activity A6(named department_agreement): The agreement of department 

director. 

 Activity A7(named principal_agreement): The agreement of principal. 

 Activity A8(named success): Ask for leave successfully. 

 Activity A9(named notsuccess): Ask for leave unsuccessfully. 

 Transition T1: The application will be agreed if the coordinator agrees and the 

numbr of day is less than five; if the number of day is more than five, the 

application should be agreed by other superiors. The application will be rejected 

if the coordinator does not agree. 

 Transition T2: The application will be agreed if the director agrees and the numbr 

of day is less than seven; if the number of day is more than seven, the application 

should also be agreed by principal. The application will be rejected if the director 

does not agree. 

 Transition T3: The application will be agreed if the principal agrees; otherwise, 

the application will be rejected. 

 Failure F1: The specified deputy is not available 

 

All the executions of activities in this process are required human users to participate 

in and there are three branches (transition) in this process. Moreover, there are some 

specifications for the workflow system: 

 The information of an activity should be recorded in execution log when the 
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execution state of this activity is “Wait for Response” or “Complete”. 

 The information of a process should be recorded in execution log when the 

execution state of this process changes. 

 The logs of activities and processes are stored in database. 

 The process instance should be serialized when a failure occurs. 

 

7.1.1 Implementation  

In this section, we briefly introduce the implementation of this workflow system. We 

use the basic components provided in JOO-WfMS to construct this system. The 

provided components are briefly listed in Table 7 

 
Components  Content Description 
Event Handler  Event handler 

(Event_handler interface) 
 

Worflow Engine  Workflow engine 
(Workflow_Engine class) 

 Message handler 
(Msg_handler class)  

 Developers should 
implement the actual 
event handler according 
to the Event_handler
interface for workflow 
engine. 

Workflow Process  Workflow process (Process
class) 

 Constants for process instance 
(ProcessConstant 
interface)  

 Developers should 
implement the actual 
event handler according 
to the Event_handler
interface for process. 

flowchart  Node (BaseNode, 
ActivityNode, 
TransitionNode class) 

 

Workflow 

Activity 

 Workflow activity (activity
class) 

 Constants for activity instance 
(ActivityConstant 
interface) 

 Execution Code 
(ExecutionCode class) 

 Failure (Failure class) 
 Compensation handler 

(CompensationHandler 
class) 

 Activity set (ActivitySet
class) 

 Developer shold extend 
ExecutionCode class 
to implement the “task”
for every activity. 

 Developer should extend 
Failure class to 
implement actual failure 
objects. 

 Developer should 
implement the actual 
compensation handler for 
every failure by 
extending 
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 ECP (ECP class) CompensationHandl
er class. 

User 

Communication 

Components 

 Human interface components 
(Page, Item,
UIC_Proxy…etc) 

 User interface 
(UserInterface interface) 

 Developer may use 
human interface 
components to build the 
user interface shown in 
screen. 

 Developer should 
implement actual UI 
objects according to the 
UserInterface 
interface. 

Workflow 

Trnasition 

 Workflow transition (Transition 
class) 

 Entry (Entry class, 
AND_Entry class…etc) 

 Exit (Exit class, AND_Exit
class…etc) 

 Developer may the Entry 
classes provided in 
JOO-WfMS for general 
case or extend it for 
special case (e.g. 
Selective_Entry)  

 Developer may the Exit 
classes provided in 
JOO-WfMS for general 
case or extend it for 
special case (e.g. 
Selective_Exit) 

Participant  Participant 
(BaseParticipant, Human, 
Organization, Role…etc)

 DataRetriever 
(DataRetriever class) 

 

Table 7: Components provided in JOO-WfMS. 

 

According to Table 7, there are many components provided for us to build our own 

workflow system. By using these components, we noly need to implement the “tasks” 

and build human interface for every activity, failure object and compensation handler, 

event hanlder for workflow engine and process, selective entry and selective exit for 

transition. According to Figure 72, we can use the AND-Entry provided in 

JOO-WfMS for transition T1, T2 and T3. But, we should implement SELECTIVE-Exits 

for them. The code fragment of SELECTIVE-Exit for T1 is shown below: 

 

if ("yes".equalsIgnoreCase(cagree)) {//if coordinator agrees 

   if (days > 5)  {//if days > 5 

      LinkedList nodes= analyzer.Activity("*_agreement", Out_nodes) ;
      //to use the actvitiy-manipulation function to find the next 
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//activities whose names are posfixed with “_agreement”. 

      for (int i = 0 ; i < nodes.size() ; i++) { 

         addExitPath((flowchart.BaseNode)nodes.get(i)) ; 

         }    } 

 

The policy to update execution logs can be implemented in event handlers. The 

code fragment of event handler for “StateChangeEvent” in process instance is shown 

below: 

 

public void onEvent (Event e) { 

Activity aty = (Activity)e.getSource() ; 

String state = a.getState() ; 

If (“wait”.equals(state) || “complete”.equals(state)) { 

    //if the activity is waiting or complete 

Persistence p = new DatabasePersistence 

("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver", "jdbc:odbc:alog") ; 

//store the information of activity to database. 

    Object[] args = new Object[2] ; 

    args[0] = "activity" ;  args[1] = aty ; 

    p.saveToStorage(args) ; 

} … 

 

7.1.2 To Face the Change of Requirement 

In this section, we will change the specification of this system to chellenge the 

reusability of the design of JOO-WfMS and we will discuss how JOO-WfMS face the 

change. First, we want to change the process. We hope the director of personnel office 

can be also involoved in this process if the number of days is more than five. The new 

process is shown below:  
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We add a new activity A10 named personnel_agreement into this process. And we also 

want to change the specification for this system, for example, all the execution logs 

should be kept in text files. After changing, can the components provided in 

JOO-WfMS still be used? How many objecs should we change to face these changes? 

In fact, we discover that we don’t need to change many objects and the components 

provided in JOO-WfMS can still be reused. As mentioned in section 5.6.2, the use of 

activity-manipulation and operator functions can promote the reusability of transition 

component. In the Exit object of T1, we use the analyzer.Activity("*_agreement", 

Out_nodes) statement to find the activities whose names are posfixed with 

“_agreement”; the new activity, named personnel_agreement, also meets this 

condition. Therefore, the acitivity will be automatically added to the exit path and we 

don’t need to modify the Exit object of T1. The objects we need to change are event 

handler objects for process and workflow engine. The event handler objects are 

separated from workflow engine and worflow process so the workflow engine and 
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workflow process components provided by JOO-WfMS can still be used. The 

modified code fragment of event handler for “StateChangeEvent” in process instance 

is shown below (only one statement need to be changed): 

 

public void onEvent (Event e) { 

Activity aty = (Activity)e.getSource() ; 

String state = a.getState() ; 

If (“wait”.equals(state) || “complete”.equals(state)) { 

    //if the activity is waiting or complete 

Persistence p = new FilePersistence 
("c:\\joowfms\\log\\actlog.txt") ; 
//store the information of activity to text files. 

    Object[] args = new Object[2] ; 

    args[0] = "activity" ;  args[1] = aty ; 

    p.saveToStorage(args) ; 

} … 

 

Therefore, we think that the architecture and components in JOO-WfMS are with 

good reusability for these kinds of change requriements. 

 

7.2 Example 2: An Online System for Property 

Purchase Process 
In this sction, we implement a complex process and demostrate the reusability of the 

failure recovery mechanism in JOO-WfMS. The main process in this system is shown 

in Figure 73 
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Figure 73: The main process for purchase process. 

 

The steps of this process are introduced below: 

 Activity A1: User login 

 Activity A2(named fill_purchase): Fill and upload the application form for 

purchase and related attached files. 

 Activity A3-1(named purchase_evalute): The coordinator of purchase division 

evaluates this application. 

 Activity A3-2(named property_evalute): The coordinator of property division 

evaluates this application. 

 Activity A4(named accounting_evalute): The director of accounting office 

evaluates this application.  

 Activity A5(named principal_agreement): The agreement of principal. 

 Activity A6(named notsuccess): apply for purchase unsuccessfully. 

 Activity A7(named success): apply for purchase successfully. 

 Activity A8(named deliver_products): the vendor deliver products according to 
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order form. 

 Activity A9: checking and accepting. 

 Activity A10: pay money for this order. 

 Failure F1: the coordinator of purchase division asks for more related files. 

 Failure F2: the goods are improper for this purchase process. 

 Failure F3: the amount of money of this purchase is overspent. 

 Failure F4: the quality of products is not satisfied. 

 Failure F5: the products are not equivalent to the items in order form. 

 

7.2.1 Implementation 

The failure recovery model in JOO-WfMS is supported by WfFH introduced in 

Section 5.5.4. We take the failure F1 for example, the compensation set of F1 should 

be A2 and the ECP should also be A2. The WfFH code of F1 is shown below: 

 

FAILURE Need-More-Attachment( ) 

  BEGIN Declaration 

    Activity_Set a_set1, a_set2 ; 

    Activity_Set comp_set, ecp ; 

  END Declaration 

  BEGIN Compensation Set Computation 

    a_set1 = ACTIVITY(EXECUTED); 

    a_set2 = ACTIVITY(“*_purchase”); 

    comp_set = INTERSECT(a_set1, a_set2); 

    DO_Compensation comp_set; 

  END Compensation Set Computation 

  BEGIN ECP Compution 

    ecp = FIRST(comp_set); 

    Rollback_To ecp; 

  END ECP Compution 

END FAILURE 
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After the execution of the code, the value of comp_set is the executed activity whose 

name is posfixed by “_purchase”, i.e. A2. And the ecp is A2, too. Similarly, We take 

the failure F1 for example, the compensation set of F4 should be A8 and the ECP 

should also be A8. The WfFH code of F4 is shown below: 

 

FAILURE Bad-Quality( ) 

  BEGIN Declaration 

    Activity_Set a_set1, a_set2 ; 

    Activity_Set comp_set, ecp ; 

  END Declaration 

  BEGIN Compensation Set Computation 

    a_set1 = ACTIVITY(EXECUTED); 

    a_set2 = ACTIVITY(“*_products”); 

    comp_set = INTERSECT(a_set1, a_set2); 

    DO_Compensation comp_set; 

  END Compensation Set Computation 

  BEGIN ECP Compution 

    ecp = FIRST(comp_set); 

    Rollback_To ecp; 

  END ECP Compution 

END FAILURE 

 

7.2.2 To Face the Change of Requirement 

In this section, we change to process to evaluate the reusability of failure recovery 

model in JOO-WfMS. In the new process, we hope the requester can check the 

purchase application before starting the purchase process and the vendor can check 

the order form before delivering products. Therefore, we add an activity A1-2 (named 

check_purchase) before A2 and add an activity A7-2 (named check_product) before A8. 

The new process is illustrated below: 
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After modifying the process, the compensation set of F1 should be A1-2, A2 and the 

ECP should be A1-2. Similarly, the compensatoin set of F4 should be A7-2, A8 and the 

ECP should be A7-2. Should we modify the WfFH code of F1 and F4 to face the change? 

The execution of WfFH code of F1 will collect the executed activities whose names 

are posfixed with “_purchase”. Therefore, the value of comp_set should be A1-2, A2 

and the value of ecp should be A1-2. Similarly, after the execution of of WfFH code of 

F1, the the value of comp_set should be A7-2, A8 and the value of ecp should be A7-2. 

That is, we don’t need to change the WfFH codes of F1 and F4 to face the change. 

Therefore, the failure recovery model in JOO-WfMS support by WfFH is reusable 

when facing the change of process. 

 

7.3 Experiment about Failure Recovery Model in 

JOO-WfMS 

As introduced in Section 5.5.4, the WfFH supports the workflow system to execute 
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failure data during the exeuction of process. However, the computation of failure data 

may have some overhead. Therefore, in this section, we conduct an experiments to 

evaluate the performance of the failure-handling system in JOO-WfMS. The 

performance was evaluated by measuring the time required for the computation of 

compensation set and ECP. All the experiments were performed on a PC with a 

2.4-GHz Pentium VI processor, 512 MB of RAM, the MS Windows 2000 operating 

system, and Java Development Kit 1.4.2_02. Table 8 shows times required to compute 

the compensation set and ECP. 

 

Failure Time Required 
Deputy_Not_Available 

(F1 in Ask for Leave process ) 0.0004 

Need_More_Attachment 
(F1 in Purchase process) 

0.0002 

Improper_Goods 
(F2 in Purchase process) 0.0008 

Budget_Overspend 
(F3 in Purchase process) 

0.0006 

Bad_Quality 
(F4 in Purchase process) 

0.0014 

Invalid_Item 
(F5 in Purchase process) 

0.0006 

Table 8: The times required to compute the compensation set and ECP (in seconds) 

 

According to Table 8, we think the system will not spend too much time to compute 

the data of occurred failure. 

 

7.4 Experiment about Persistence in JOO-WfMS 

In section 5.8, we proposed the idea that we may use the serialization function in Java 

to implement the persistence function of WfMS. Although the serialized file can kept 

a whole object, the cost of using it is much higher than that of using database or text 
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file. In this section, we conduct an experiment to compare the time cost of using 

database, text file and serialization. All the experiments were performed on a PC with 

a 2.4-GHz Pentium VI processor, 512 MB of RAM, the MS Windows 2000 operating 

system, and Java Development Kit 1.4.2_02. Table 8 shows times required to compute 

the compensation set and ECP. The method is that some information about an acitivity 

or a process instance will be stored into database or text file when the execution of it 

is complete. The information of a failure will also be stored in database or text file 

when the failure occurs. In this experiment, we use Microsoft Access as database and 

connect it via ODBC. Similarly, the system using serialization will serizal an activity 

instance or a process instance when the execution of it is complete. And a failure 

instance will be serialized when it occurs. The following information of an activity 

will be kept in database or text file: 

 The id of process that the activity belongs to. 

 The name of this activity 

 The id of this activity. 

 The state of this activity 

 Some arguments used in this activity 

 

And the following information of a process will be kept in database or text file: 

 The id of this process 

 The name of this process 

 The state of this process 

 Some arguments used in this process. 

 

The following information of a failure will be kept: 

 The id of the activity that causes the occurrence of this failure. 
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 The id of the process that the activity belongs to 

 The name of this failure 

 The type of this failure 

 Some arguments used in this failure 

 

The system that we measure is the online system for asking for leave introduce in 

Section 7.1.  

Time Cost The Online System for Ask for Leave 

Access Text 

Process 0.0156 0.0015 

Activity ID Activity Name   

A1 login 0.0172 0.001 

A2 Fill_form 0.0157 0.0021 

A3 Deputy_choice 0.014 0.001 

A4 Deputy_agreement 0.0157 0.001 

A5 Division_agreement 0.0156 0.0011 

A6 Department_agreement 0.0141 0.002 

A7 Principal_agreement 0.0140 0.002 

A8 Success 0.0171 0.001 

A9 Notsuccess 0.0203 0.0015 

A10 Personnel_agreement 0.0141 0.001 

F1 Deputy_Not_Available 0.0141 0.001 

Table 9: The average time required to insert data about activity and process into 

database and text file (in seconds). 

 

The Online System for Ask for Leave  Time Cost 
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Process 26kb 0.039 

Activity ID Activity Name File Size  

A1 login 9 kb 0.0315 

A2 Fill_form 13 kb 0.0625 

A3 Deputy_choice 19 kb 0.0625 

A4 Deputy_agreement 19 kb 0.0625 

A5 Division_agreement 19 kb 0.0664 

A6 Department_agreement 21 kb 0.0705 

A7 Principal_agreement 26 kb 0.0708 

A8 Success 29 kb 0.0700 

A9 Notsuccess 29 kb 0.0725 

A10 Personnel_agreement 25 kb 0.0707 

F1 Deputy_Not_Available 19 kb 0.0235 

Table 10: The average time required to serialize activity and process into database and 

text file (in seconds). 

 

The Table 9 lists the average times to insert the information into database and text file. 

We can discover that the time cost to write data into text file is less than writing data 

into database. In general, the time cost of writing a row of data into database is less 

than 0.05 seconds. Table 10 shows the average times of serializing activity and 

process instances. Generally speaking, the time cost of using serialization is higher 

than using database and text file. But the average times are less than 0.1 seconds. In 

fact, the time cost of serialization is not constant. The time cost of serialization tightly 

depends on the jobs of JVM, if the system is busy (e.g. many threads are running or 

exception occurs) the time cost will be high. But in our experience, the time cost is 

generally not more than one second. Therefore, if the execution of WfMS emphasizes 
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the persistence of objects and does not care the time cost, the serialization will be a 

good choice. 
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